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* NOTICES *

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is one side mold equipment ofthe chip which carries out the mold of the chip carried

in the substrate by resin, and carries out one side closure. The front-end table of a substrate, A
plasma cleaning unit and a mold press unit are installed in a horizontal single tier side by side.

And it consists of the lid case where a plasma cleaning unit is installed free [ closing motion ] on

a lower electrode and this lower electrode. After putting in block two or more substrates laid in

said front-end table with a conveyance means, transferring on said lower electrode and carrying

out plasma cleaning of the front face of a substrate, One side mold equipment of the chip

characterized by putting these substrates in block with a conveyance means, transferring to the

Shimokane draw spike of said mold press unit, and carrying out one side closure of the chip by
resin.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the one side mold equipment of the chip for

carrying out one side closiu-e of the chip carried in the substrate by resin.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] After carrying a chip in a substrate, in order to protect a chip,

carrying out the mold of the chip and closing it by resin, is performed. Here, in the case of the

chip carried in the leadframe, the double-sided closure which forms resin mold in vertical both

sides of a leadframe is performed. In the case ofthe double-sided closwe, since it is unified

through the slit of a leadframe, the resin by the side of a top face and the resin by the side of an
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inferior surface of tongue do not exfoliate from a leadframe.

[0003] However, in the case of the chip carried in substrates, such as a GARAEPO substrate and

a ceramic substrate, the one side closure which closes only the field side in which it was carried,

the top face, i.e., the chip, of a substrate, by resin is performed. However, since resin has only

adhered on the surface of a substrate in the case of the one side closure, the resin which closes a

chip tends to separate from a substrate.

[0004] Therefore, when carrying out one side closure of the chip carried in the substrate by resin,

it is necessary to increase the adhesive strength of resin and a substrate. As an approach of

increasing adhesive strength, before performing a resin seal, carrying out plasma cleaning of the

front face of a substrate is known. By generating the plasma within a vacuum chamber and

making ion and an electron collide on the surface of a substrate, plasma cleaning removes the

dirt of the front face of a substrate, and activates the front face of a substrate, and, thereby,

increases the adhesive strength of resin.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, since a substrate is carried in to the

vacuum chamber ofplasma cleaning or great time amount is taken to carry out migration

carrying in ofthe substrate which plasma cleaning ended within the vacuum chamber to mold
press equipment, carrying out only in order will not go up [ working capacity ] plasma cleaning

of a substrate, and the resin seal of a chip.

[0006] Therefore, this invention aims at offering the one side mold equipment of the chip which

can perform the one side resin seal ofplasma cleaning of a substrate, and the chip following this

with sufficient workability.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is one side mold equipment of the chip which

carries out the mold of the chip carried in the substrate by resin, and carries out one side closure.

The front-end table of a substrate, A plasma cleaning unit and a mold press unit are installed in a

horizontal single tier side by side. And it consists of the lid case where a plasma cleaning unit is

installed free
[
closing motion ] on a lower electrode and this lower electrode. After putting in

block two or more substrates laid in said front-end table with a conveyance means, transferring

on said lower electrode and carrying out plasma cleaning ofthe front face of a substrate. These

substrates are put in block with a conveyance means, it transfers to the Shimokane draw spike of

said mold press unit, and one side closure of the chip is carried out by resin.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention] according to this invention of the above-mentioned configuration

- many ~ after carrying out plasma cleaning of several substrates collectively, delivery and the

one side resin seal of a chip can be collectively performed to a mold press unit.

[0009] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained with reference to a

drawing. Drawing 1 is the sectional view of the substrate with which the sectional view of this

plasma cleaning unit, drawing 5 , drawing 6 , and drawing 7 carried out the sectional view of this

mold press unit, and, as for the perspective view of the one side mold equipment of the chip of

the gestalt of 1 operation of this invention, drawing 2 , drawing 3 , and drawing 4 , drawing 8

carried out one side closure of this chip.

[0010] Drawing 1 - drawing 7 show many equipments for manufacturing the finished product

shown in drawing 8 , and explain a typical finished product with reference to drawing 8 first. 1 is

a substrate and the chip 2 is carried in the top face. The mold resin 4 for the chip 2 and the

substrate 1 being connected with the wire 3, and protecting a chip 2 and a wire 3 is formed. Mold
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resin 4 is formed only in the top face of a substrate 1, and is carrying out one side closure of the

chip 2. Li addition, the flip chip method and TAB method which connect through a bump as a

connection method of a chip 2 and a substrate 1 in addition to wire 3 may be used. Next, with

reference to drawing 1 - drawing 7 , the one side mold equipment for forming mold resin 4 is

explained.

[001 1] First, whole structure is explained with reference to drawing 1 . In drawing 1 , it attaches

and one side mold equipment is constituted so that the supply unit A, the front-end unit B of a

substrate, the plasma cleaning unit C, and the mold press unit D may be installed in a horizontal

single tier side by side and many of these units may be met in the conveyance means E of a

substrate.

[0012] The supply unit A supplies the substrate 1 in which the chip 2 was carried to the front-end

unit B. The front-end unit B makes these substrates 1 arrange and stand by to a horizontal single

tier, in order to send two or more substrates 1 to the plasma cleaning unit C collectively. The
plasma cleaning unit C carries out plasma cleaning of the front face ofa substrate 1. The mold
press unit D forms the mold resin which closes the chip 2 on two or more substrates 1 which

plasma cleaning ended. Moreover, the conveyance means E of a substrate conveys the substrate

1 ofthe front-end unit B to the plasma cleaning unit C, and conveys the substrate 1 of the plasma

cleaning unit C to the mold press unit D.

[0013] First, the supply unit A is explained. 1 1 is a magazine, and a substrate 1 carries out

stacking of it, and it is contained. 12 is the base plate which installed the magazine 11. 13 is an

elevator and makes it go up and down a magazine 1 1 by rotating a feed screw 15 by the motor

14. The pusher 16 is formed behind the magazine 1 1, and when the rod 17 moves forward, it

extrudes one substrate 1 in a magazine 1 1 at a time to the front front-end unit B. In this case, the

substrate 1 extruded with a pusher 16 is made into the same level as a rod 17 by driving an

elevator 13 and adjusting the height of a magazine 1 1. In addition, the feed direction of a

substrate 1 is made into the direction ofX.

[0014] Next, the front-end unit B is explained. The front-end unit B consists of the movable table

21 and the front-end table 22 laid on the movable table 21 . The movable table 21 is equipped

with the motor 24 made to rotate the feed screw 23 level in the direction of Y, and a feed screw

23. If a motor 24 is driven and a feed screw 23 is rotated, the front-end table 22 will move in the

direction ofY. Therefore, by carrying out pitch migration ofthe front-end table 22 in the

direction ofY synchronizing with the knockout of the substrate 1 by the pusher 16, as shown in

drawing 1 , a substrate 1 is laid lining up side-by-side on the front-end table 22.

[0015] Next, the plasma cleaning unit C is explained. In drawing 1 and drawing 2 , 3 1 is a rest,

the lower electrode 32 is formed in the interior, and the lid case 33 is established on the rest 31.

The rest 31 and the lid case 33 constitute the vacuum chamber 30 which can be opened and

closed freely. The bracket 34 is combined with the side face of the lid case 33 in drawing 2 . The
bracket 34 is supported by the rod 36 of a cylinder 35. Moreover, the lower part of a bracket 34

is equipped with the slider 37, and the slider 37 has fitted into the perpendicular guide rail 38

free [ a slide ]. Therefore, ifthe rod 36 of a cylinder 35 the lid case 33 will move up and

down. Drawing 2 and drawing 3 show the condition of the lid case 33 having gone up and having

opened the vacuum chamber 30, and drawing 4 shows the condition that the lid case 33

descended and closed on the rest 31. That is, the cylinder 35 serves as a closing motion means of

the lid case 33.

[0016] In drawing 2 , the lower electrode 32 is connected to the power source 40 of a high-

pressure RF through the code 39. Moreover, the lid case 33 serves as a ground electrode. The
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lower electrode 32 is combined with the interior of a rest 31 free [ attachment and detachment ]

with the boh 41. In drawing 4 , 42 is a vacuum pump and carries out vacuum suction of the

inside of the vacuum chamber 30. 43 is a pipe which connects a vacuum pump 42 with the

vacuum chamber 30. In the vacuum chamber 30, the gas for plasma generating, such as argon

gas, is supplied from a gas transfer unit 44. 45 is a vacuum gauge and 46 is atmospheric-air vent

equipment.

[0017] Next, the mold press unit D is explained with reference to drawing 1 and drawing 5 . 50 is

a pedestal and the Shimokane mold 51 is installed. The stanchion 52 is set up by four comers of

a pedestal 50, and the upper part of a stanchion 52 is equipped with the top plate 53. Moreover, it

is equipped with the rise-and-fall plate 54 under the top plate 53. The rise-and-fall plate 54 is

equipped with the upper metal mold 55 which counters the Shimokane mold 51. The
perpendicular feed screw 57 which the motor 56 is installed on the top plate 53, drives on a

motor 56, and is rotated is screwed in the nut 58 on the upper metal mold 55. Therefore, if a

motor 56 drives and a feed screw 57 rotates, the upper metal mold 55 will move up and down to

the Shimokane mold 5 1 . Drawing 5 and drawing 6 show the condition that the upper metal mold
55 went up, the upper metal mold 55 descends, drawing 7 is joined to the Shimokane mold 51,

and the condition ofperforming the mold press is shown. In drawing 5 , 59 is the cavity formed

in the inferior surface of tongue of the upper metal mold 55, the chip 2 on a substrate 1 is

positioned in this cavity 59, and mold resin is pressed fit in a cavity 59 in that condition.

[0018] Next, the conveyance means E of a substrate 1 is explained with reference to drawing 1

and drawing 2 . 61 is a long body case and is equipped with the motor 63 made to rotate the long

feed screw 62 and a feed screw 62 in the direction ofX in the direction ofX. The nut 64 is

screwed on the feed screw 62. Therefore, rotation of a feed screw 62 moves a nut 64 in the

direction ofX along with a feed screw 62. In drawing 2 , 65 is a guide rail to which it shows
migration of a nut 64.

[0019] In drawing 2 , it is equipped with the bracket 66 ofL typeface on the nut 64. The front

face of a bracket 66 is equipped with the linear guide 67. The level arm 68 which extends to the

front is supported by the linear guide 67. The point of an arm 68 is equipped with two or more
adsorption pads 69. It connects with the aspirator 70, and the adsorption pad 69 carries out

vacuum adsorption, and holds a substrate 1. In addition, you may make it grasp not only by
vacuum adsorption but by the chuck as the maintenance approach of a substrate 1. The arm 68 is

supported by the rod 72 of a cylinder 71 . Therefore, if a rod 72 ****, the adsorption pad 69 will

move up and down. Moreover, if a motor 63 drives and a feed screw 62 rotates, a nut 64 will

move in the direction ofX along with a feed screw 62, and the adsorption pad 69 will also move
it in this direction. This conveys the substrate 1 by which vacuum adsorption was carried out in

the direction ofX to the adsorption pad 69.

[0020] In drawing 1 , F is the 2nd conveyance means of a substrate, is prepared in the lower

stream of a river of the above-mentioned conveyance means E, and sends out the substrate 1

which the mold press ended to the following process. This 2nd conveyance means F is the same
as the above-mentioned conveyance means E, therefore explanation is omitted by giving

Subscript a to a sign.

[0021] The one side mold equipment of this chip consists of the above configurations, and

explains the whole actuation with reference to each drawing below. In drawing 1 , the substrate 1

in a magazine 1 1 is extruded on the front-end table 22 with a pusher 16. By actuation of a pusher

16 being interlocked with and moving the front-end table 22 in the direction ofY intermittently,

a motor 24 aligns a substrate 1 in the array of the substrate 1 on the Shimokane mold 5 1 , and the
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same array on this front-end table 22. That is, the supply unit A and the front-end unit B of a

substrate serve as an alignment means to align a substrate 1 in the array of the substrate 1 on the

Shimokane mold 51. If the substrate 1 ofpredetermined number of sheets (this example four

sheets) is extruded on the front-end table 22, an arm 68 will take up four substrates 1 collectively

with four adsorption pads 69 by moving to the upper part of these substrates 1, and performing

vertical actuation there.

[0022] Next, an arm 68 moves to the upper part of the lower electrode 32 of the plasma cleaning

unit C. Drawing 2 shows the condition at this time. Next, an arm 68 raises an arm 68 and makes
an arm 68 leave to the side, after descending, landing the substrate 1 on the lower electrode 32 (

drawing 3 ) and canceling the vacuum adsorbed state of the substrate 1 with the adsorption pad

69 subsequently. By the above, two or more substrates 1 on the front-end table 22 are put in

block, with the alignment condition on the front-end table 22 maintained, and it is transferred on
the lower electrode 32.

[0023] Next, the lid case 33 is dropped and the vacuum chamber 30 is closed. Drawing 4 shows

the condition at this time. Then, a vacuum pump 42 is driven, and vacuum suction of the inside

of the vacuum chamber 30 is carried out, and gas is supplied in the vacuum chamber 30 from the

gas supply section 44. Next, a power source 40 is switched on and the electrical potential

difference of a RF is impressed to the lower electrode 32. Then, plasma ion is generated in the

vacuum chamber 30, it collides with the front face of a substrate 1, and a front face is cleaned.

[0024] If cleaning is completed, atmospheric-air vent equipment 46 will be operated, the inside

of the vacuum chamber 30 will be retumed to ordinary pressure, the lid case 33 will be raised,

and the vacuum chamber 30 will be opened. Next, it moves to the upper part of the substrate 1 on
the lower electrode 32, and an arm 68 performs vertical actuation, bundles up four substrates 1,

with the adsorption pad 69, it carries out vacuum adsorption and takes up.

[0025] Next, an arm 68 moves to the upper part of the Shimokane mold 51 of the mold press unit

D. Drawing 5 shows the condition at this time. Then, the adsorption pad 69 descends, lands a

substrate 1 on the Shimokane mold 51 ( drawing 6 ), after canceling a vacuum adsorbed state, it

goes up, and it leaves to the side of the Shimokane mold 51. Since two or more substrates 1 on
the lower electrode 32 have aligned in the array on the Shimokane mold 51 beforehand, they are

put in block by the above and it is transferred on the Shimokane mold 51. Next, the upper metal

mold 55 descends, presses resin fit in a mold clamp meal ( drawing 7 ) and a cavity 59 for a

substrate 1, and closes the chip 2 on a substrate 1 by mold resin 4. If the mold resin 4 in a cavity

59 hardens, the upper metal mold 55 is raised, with the adsorption pad of the 2nd conveyance

means F, vacuum adsorption will be carried out, the substrate 1 on the Shimokane mold 51 will

be taken up, and it will convey to the following process. A series of actuation is ended by the

above.

[0026]

[Effect of the Invention] according to this invention - many — since delivery and the one side

resin seal of a chip can be collectively performed to a mold press unit after carrying out plasma

cleaning of several substrates collectively, the one side closure of a chip can be performed with

sufficient workability, and productivity can be raised.

[Translation done.]
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sn/c+f tf-^r*?). »fii±©3'77"2ttc©+

[0018] ;>ccc> g] 1 *J 2 4#K0r. Sfi 1

©{eai#SE{c--3t,>rittwri>. e i »x*i6i(csr©

'3*306 2?:ll^$-S^*-$6 3^m-CU?,.
*aD6 2CC«:^y h6 4!!>illit3n-CC»5. L/fc*5o-C

jil0taD6 2*«iae-rSi. h6 4tt2f»3*ai;6 2

{cra-5rx:Sri6i'Ni^8ti-f'&. ia2K:teii-c. 6 5«:^->»

h6 4©i^iil4lgrt-r-53t/-< FU-Jbr**.
[00 1 9] S2K:tel»r. h6 4±(C«L^JI5©
T'^^T v h6 6*iS«Snr(,>2>, V h6 6©Bti

ffi(C{i'J-7:«/-f K6 7Ai$ggStirC»S. y-7;</-f

F6 7K:ttBW'^StUr.5*¥J57-A6 8«i3t}tSn

COS. 7-A 6 8 ©5^^»{C««»ffl©«S^< r;- K 6

9*lSI«$nr05, K6 9«it§ll?a7 0(C

gi^snrfco. »«i€XS®«L/-c»}#rs. nc*j

»igi©«f#:^ait-ctt. xsiR«(ciE6-r.

7 l©a > K7 2 CC3tft3nr L/cd^^tOy K

7 2*i5l?5:-r4<i:. Kft^-C y f--6 9tt±TSI)-rS. *ft:

6 3*l|g»lyTji»)*3l;6 2*5@S-r*i.

h6 4»j*i3toD6 2«:7Qot:X*lSl'^^^ajlO. 0R#>'^*

6 9 {css«S3nyfc»« 1 *x:^'N»2ifi.
( 0 0 2 0 ] m 1 (c:im>r, Y\fm<m2<!mm-n.
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6

6-Cfjg7^-:/Jl'2 2±«cffLWr. *-i!2 TTS.
4«7*-:'->-f- 1 6©lbf^<!:iiltijU-Ct!raf— 7'JU2 2 10 [0 02 6 ]

S2?iJi|5]Die?'J-C^yiJ$-tf.6„ -Titcto^. h V^m. ? 7•©>tml}fll^^±?:^f ^ C i AS

A. SS©tug:3.-:^ hBBS«l?:T^5 1±(C*} ^^^©-C. ^ f 7•®>{-M#^±*i'^i4J; < 48
WSSfil ©i5?iJ(c8?iJ3-t*4il9iJ*®i&-5t:v»S. tt*S)tfSCidJt?**.

Btig7^':/JU2 2±CC^S«jS!j (*t«]r«4ft) ©«« Caffi©fSWj:ittH^]

l*i}¥l/ta$tifci&6{3:. 7-A6 8«cne>®««l [01 ] *|%W©-»5S©Jf5«l©5^->7'©K-E*-;l'K

©±:)^'^^«ib . -e c r^Tiftf^^tf ^ c i jc j: o . 4 ngcj^as
^i©®«f/^••:' K6 9-r4ti(©S«14Hil/Tlf->i'T [02] :$:^Hj©-|liS©Jf5.^©g=- > 7*©)tDi*-;l'

K

f7'-r-S. 20 JgE©7'7Xvi'y-:i>i^a-'^ h©KE|g|

[002 2] ;XK:T-A6 8«7'7X-75'>;-x>i'rL [0 3] *lfeW©-||]te©Jf5®©^ :7"©>i-ffi*-;l'

F

hC©Tgi5m®3 2©±::^'^»«|-ri. 02ttC© «a©:?"7Xvi' ij i/ar. h©»iHI3

i^Oi^,«?:7FL/-Cl>.So ^XK:T-A8 8 [04 ] *^a^©-||]S6©JfJSI©5^-:. 7*©>t®*-il' K

Sl^TSI5mS3 2±K:«Jft$# (03) . ;):ti-CK« Slg©7''7X-7i7i;-:i>i/ar.2, V<D^mm
>^v K6 9CCi:S»Sl©X^««m^*«IK5Ufc^jt [05] ^^^©-llllSCJfMO?- :?"©K-ffi*-Jl'

K

r, T-A6 8^±^$Hi> T-A6 8*fliW'^jii§ ^g©^--'!' KT^UX:!- h©»fS0
ttS. W±KJ: O . S5a7—7';b2 2±©}Slife©Sfi [06 ] 2|s:^H^©-^©JgSI©5^ ^•©K-ffl*-;!' K

1 »> liSf— :7';l'2 2±r©iS?iJt^)L^=&«-7/c$*- $ga©*-;l/ K:/uxar. f-©»fffi0

}SU-CTg|5m®3 2±lc^t!(5n5, [07 ] :$:^?|©-X]5g©J{J.^©5=-t7 :/©K-ffi*-;V K

[0 0 2 3 ] ^X{C^'>--:^3 3 ^:mS-S-CX^9^-f > 30 J|g©*-;1/ K:?'UXa- f®a(rffi0

A3 O^grKD^.. 04ttC©i^©t^,l^^*brt,^-£). [08 ] 2f:*B^©-^«fe©Jf5Sg©?' 7'©itE*-;b K

t CTJC^*>7'4 2 ife|g«|bTJtS9^+ >A3 Ort* «B©^ :?"4>t-ffi«±b/cSffi©»?iB0

mm\h. A>-3*-;^#tj^§P4 4A>6*'X?rXS? + > [1f-^©iftW]

A3 0rt«:tt*&-r2.. ^XtcS«4 0€:t2AftTSPmS A #fe|s&a^-^ h

3 2 (Cl«Jiifi©SE%ErHni-ri. -r$ 3 B WS^-r. y h

[0 024] i";-^>i/3!isii!^7ufc%e.«. i^a'^^ e ««©ffijif^i8

hSa4 6«:f'a!i§<+TJt^?^t>''-«3 0rt*SE{CB? 1 S«
0, S-5^-X3 3?:±#S#-CX29^f >''f3 0«:g§ 40 2

<. iXK:T-A68«TSi5Sffi32±©»«il©±:&-- 4 ffifl§

ig;«pO. ±T«)('P*tf-5t4t5(©Sfil«:-mO-CiR« 11 -f^'yv

A-:< F6 9-c>[2gffii«trb--?i'7f :?'-r*. 22 fraf•-^-|^

[002 5] i>:iC7-A6 8«*-;l'K7*L'X:i.:i2» h 3 2 TSS^
D©T#M5 l©±7?'^«l1-%. 05WC©i*©<^ 33 ^ir-x
,«*jFL-Cl»2>. •ecC•K«>'^•;> K6 9ttTKLTa« 3 5

1?:T^S5 l±(C««feSlf (06) > 5 1 T^S
Ofc -5 ^riS L . 5 1 ©«!l:^'^ii*T^. 5 5

tl±(Cj;*). T8l5«ffi3 2±©ffl«lS©««l«?^*T

^M5 i±(ci^K$n5, ;?:k:±^5 5«tkiL'-cs

[002 1] C<D9v VO^ym"^-)^ K^a«±iB©J;
+ + i^7-^ 5 9rt©t-;i/Km4*s«<btfc^c6tf,

±^5 5*±^§ii, T^5 l±©«fil«:g52©
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